Model checking question:
Can the system reach an unsafe state within k (discrete or continuous) steps?
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Hybrid Automata
SAT Modulo ODE: A Direct SAT Approach to Hybrid Systems
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Heat off Heat on
Are there any trajectories leading from an inital to an unsafe state in k steps? 
Bounded Model Checking (BMC): Check satisfiability of SMT formula Bounded Model Checking (BMC): Check satisfiability of SMT formula valuation of x i x t 2 − t 1 = 1.5 dx dt = 2
x 2 = 7 Given an ODE constraint c :
there exists a point of time τ such that
and for all t ∈ [0, τ ] : 
Deductions:
prune off definite non-solutions -Unit propagation: 
Decisions:
Split interval (e.g. at its midpoint), propagate resulting bound
Conflict-driven Learning: -Deduction can yield empty box -Learn reasons from implication graph (conflict clause) -Jump back undoing decisions

Termination:
Stop search when -unresolvable conflict is found or -reasonably small conflict-free box found
Use optimizations from propositional SAT (backjumps, two-watched literal scheme, isomorphy inference, restarts, . . . )
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The iSAT Algorithm in a Nutshell Deductions: prune off definite non-solutions -Unit propagation: 
Decisions:
Split interval (e.g. at its midpoint), propagate resulting bound A-priori enclosures / bounding boxes constitute a dense enclosure over entire timespan -but may be very coarse. 
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Using the ODE Enclosures. . . 
x 1 ∈ [10, 20] Drop parts of the enclosure that leave a given flow invariant (could be a box, could be more complex)
Fight wrapping effect between BMC steps Large initial boxes and large timespans may be problematic for any "traditional" method on nonlinear ODEs
Other deductions may cause requests to enclosure methods for subboxes of previously performed enclosuresiterative schemes may be beneficial iSAT allows learning of symbolic constraints -Taylor models might be learnt directly as better enclosures than boxes 24/24
